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Abstract: We examine various scenarios in which the Standard Model is extended by a
light leptoquark state to solve for one or both B-physics anomalies, viz. Rexp
D() > R
SM
D()
or/and Rexp
K() < R
SM
K() . To do so we combine the constraints arising both from the low-
energy observables and from direct searches at the LHC. We nd that none of the scalar
leptoquarks of mass mLQ ' 1 TeV can alone accommodate the above mentioned anomalies.
The only single leptoquark scenario which can provide a viable solution for mLQ ' 12 TeV
is a vector leptoquark, known as U1, which we re-examine in its minimal form (letting only
left-handed couplings to have non-zero values). We nd that the limits deduced from
direct searches are complementary to the low-energy physics constraints. In particular, we
nd a rather stable lower bound on the lepton avor violating b ! s`1 `2 modes, such as
B(B ! K). Improving the experimental upper bound on B(B ! K) by two orders
of magnitude could compromise the viability of the minimal U1 model as well.
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1 Introduction
Over the past several years we witnessed a growing interest in theoretical studies of the ori-
gin of lepton avor universality violation (LFUV), motivated by a number of experimental
hints in weak decays of B-mesons pointing towards LFUV. The rst such indication was
reported by BaBar in refs. [1, 2] in which they measured
RD() =
B(B ! D() )
B(B ! D()l)

l2fe;g
; (1.1)
and found an excess in B(B ! D() ). Since that time, Belle and LHCb measured the
same ratio [3{7] and observed a similar feature, namely that the measured Rexp
D() is larger
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than RSM
D() , the value predicted in the Standard Model (SM). The most recent HFLAV
averages are [8]:
RD = 0:41(5) ; RD = 0:31(2) ; (1.2)
which, when combined, give 3:8 excess with respect to (w.r.t.) the SM values, RSMD =
0:300(8) [9{11], and RSMD = 0:257(3) [12{14]. Apart from the reduction of a signicant
part of the systematic experimental errors, the advantage of considering the ratio of decay
rates lies in the fact that the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) factors cancel out and
in the fact that the sensitivity to hadronic uncertainties is much smaller than it is in the
case with one of the branching fractions alone B(B ! D()`) , ` 2 fe; ; g. Even though
a 5 signicance of LFUV in the tree-level b ! c` decay has not yet been reached, the
experimentalists of LHCb were able to conrm the same tendency in another hadronic
environment. They measured [15]
RJ= =
B(Bc ! J=  )
B(Bc ! J= ) = 0:71 0:25 ; (1.3)
which again appears to be  2 larger than its SM value.
Another indication of the LFUV came from the weak decays mediated by a avor
changing neutral current (FCNC), b! sl+l . The experimentalists of LHCb measured
R
[q21 ;q
2
2 ]
K() =
B0(B ! K())
B0(B ! K()ee) ; (1.4)
where B0 stands for the partial branching fraction comprising q2 = (pl+ + pl )2 between q21
and q22 (in units of GeV
2). They reported [16, 17]:
RK  R[1;6]K+ = 0:750:09; RK  R
[1:1;6]
K0 = 0:710:10; R
[0:045;1:1]
K0 = 0:680:10; (1.5)
which are  2:5 smaller than the values predicted in the SM [18, 19]. Although the
experimental conrmation of these results is still lacking and the further improvement is
needed to increase the signicance of the observed deviations w.r.t. the SM, the fact that
the indications of LFUV do not concern only the tree-level decays but also those that
are in the SM generated by quantum loops, stimulated a considerable activity in the avor
physics community. The observations that Rexp
D() > R
SM
D() and R
exp
K() < R
SM
K() are commonly
referred to as the \B-physics anomalies".1
Apart from the mass eects, dierent phase space, and moderate hadronic uncertain-
ties, no other reason can be found in the SM to explain the above-mentioned anomalies. In
other words, in order to explain (or merely accommodate) the observed deviations w.r.t.
SM, one needs to invoke a scenario of physics beyond the SM. The simplest eective sce-
nario is to introduce the couplings of left-handed fermions to new vector bosons. In practice
that means that the New Physics (NP) eective operators will be of the \(V  A)(V  A)"
form, which are then t with the measured Rexp
K();D() values to reveal that the NP scale
aecting the charged current processes is very dierent from the one needed to explain the
1For shortness, we only write Rexp
D() > R
SM
D() and R
exp
K() < R
SM
K() , but one should also keep in mind that
RexpJ= > R
SM
J= .
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LFUV in the FCNC processes. In such a situation one needs to build a model in which one
adjusts Yukawa couplings while keeping the NP scale the same for both types of B-physics
anomalies. Another possibility is to build a model in which other Lorentz structures are
also allowed (such as the scalar and/or tensor currents). One of the most popular scenarios
in which most of these ideas can be tested are those based on the introduction of one or
more leptoquark states, the colored new bosons which couple to both quarks and leptons.
In this paper we are going to test the possibility of a single scalar or vector leptoquark (LQ)
as a mediator of NP that can accommodate one or both of the B-physics anomalies, i.e.
Rexp
K() < R
SM
K() and/or R
exp
D() > R
SM
D() . We will go through various LQ scenarios to examine
if any of them remains plausible. In doing so we will go for a minimalistic approach, i.e.
that by extending the SM by one LQ involves the least number of new parameters, which
then permits to test the model experimentally. In that respect, the current paper is similar
to ref. [20] and could be viewed as its update. The new element is the fact that we combine
the updated constraints arising from numerous low-energy physics observables with those
deduced from the direct searches at the LHC.2 Since this kind of models can give rise to
lepton avor violation (LFV) [22], a particular attention will be devoted to the vector LQ
model (U1) for which we will show that the improved experimental bounds on B(Bs ! )
and/or B(B ! K()), could validate or discard the model in its minimalistic form. Be-
fore we embark on the details of this work, we should emphasize that by a single LQ we
mean one multiplet (singlet, doublet or triplet) of mass degenerate LQ's which carry the
same quantum numbers of the SM gauge group.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we remind the reader of a low-energy
eective description of b! s`` and b! c` transitions, and we present the 1  bounds on
the eective coecients which accompany the hadronic matrix elements of dimension-six
operators relevant to a general NP scenario. In section 3, we briey go through the list
of the single LQ solutions to the B-physics anomalies, and for each of them we compute
the eective Wilson coecients relevant to RK() and to RD() , respectively. In section 4,
we discuss the bounds on the Yukawa couplings arising from the direct searches at LHC.
Besides LQ pair production, we also comment on the measurements of tails of high-pT
distributions of lepton pairs (in pp! ;  decays) which can be modied w.r.t. the SM
by the t-channel LQ exchange. In section 5 the low-energy and high energy constraints are
combined. We will then show that the only one that can accommodate both anomalies and
survive all the constraints turns out to be the vector LQ U1, the phenomenology of which is
analyzed in more detail in section 6, where we also show that the LFV processes b! s ,
together with high-pT lepton tails at LHC, can provide complementary constraints and
can be used to validate or invalidate model in its minimalistic form. We summarize our
ndings in section 7.
2 Eective theory description
Eective theories provide an ecient way to describe the low-energy physics processes
in which the short-distance physics is encoded in the so called Wilson coecients, which
2Research on combining the low-energy constraints to building a SUSY inspired model with the results
of direct searches at the LHC has been reported in ref. [21].
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are computed perturbatively, whereas the remaining long-distance physics is expressed in
terms of a number of eective (dimension-six) operators, higher dimension operators being
suppressed by powers of a high energy scale. In the SM the matching between the full
and eective theories for the loop-induced b ! s`+`  process includes the next-to-next-
to-leading logarithmic corrections and the resummation of potentially large logarithms has
been made by means of the renormalization group equations [23]. Looking for NP in this
context means to look for the non-SM contributions to the Wilson coecients corresponding
to the operators already present in the SM, in addition to those that are not present to
the SM but which are allowed on the Lorentz symmetry grounds. In this section, for
deniteness, we remind the reader of the low-energy eective theories relevant to both
b! s`+`  and b! c` decays.
2.1 b! s` 1 `+2 and RK()
Since we will be concerned with both lepton avor conserving and LFV decay modes we
will describe the eective Hamiltonian for a generic b! s` 1 `+2 , with `1;2 2 fe; ; g, which
can be written as
He =  4GFp
2
VtbV

ts
(
6X
i=1
Ci()Oi() +
X
i=7;8
h
Ci()Oi() + (Ci())0 (Oi())0
i
+
X
i=9;10;S;P
h
C`1`2i ()O`1`2i () +

C`1`2i ()
0 O`1`2i ()0 i
)
+ h:c:
(2.1)
Ci() and C
`1`2
i () are the Wilson coecients, while the eective operators relevant to our
study are dened by
O`1`29 =
e2
(4)2
(sPLb)(`1
`2) ; O`1`2S =
e2
(4)2
(sPRb)(`1`2) ;
O`1`210 =
e2
(4)2
(sPLb)(`1
5`2) ; O`1`2P =
e2
(4)2
(sPRb)(`1
5`2) ;
(2.2)
in addition to the electromagnetic penguin operator, O7 =
 
e=(4)2

mb(sPRb)F
 .
The primed quantities in eq. (2.1) correspond to the chirality ipped operators, O0i, which
are obtained from Oi after replacing PL $ PR. From this Hamiltonian it is straightforward
to compute the decay rates for Bs ! `1`2 and B ! K()`1`2, cf. ref. [24]. In the following
we will omit the dependence on the renormalization scale and take Ci  Ci(mb).
By assuming that the NP couplings to electrons are negligible, it has been established
that RK and RK can be explained by a purely vector Wilson coecient, C

9 < 0, or by a
left-handed combination, C9 =  C10 < 0.3 The result of our t, illustrated in gure 1 is
C9 =  C10 2 ( 0:85; 0:50) ; (2.3)
3An explanation of RK() by NP couplings to electrons is disfavored by global analysis of the b ! s
observables, cf. refs. [25{28].
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10μμ
Figure 1. Low-energy t to RK , RK and B(Bs ! ) in the plane C9 vs. C10 . Darker (lighter)
region is allowed to 1  (2) accuracy. Blue dashed lines correspond to scenarios with C9 = C10 ,
while the black dot denotes the SM point.
which deviates from the SM by almost 4. In this t we used Rexp
K() [16, 17], and the
theoretically clean B(Bs ! )exp =
 
3:0 0:6+0:3 0:2
 10 9 [29].4
The possibility of having C9 =  C10 is particularly interesting because it is realized
in several LQ scenarios [31]. From now on, for notational simplicity, we will omit the
\"-superscript.
2.2 b! c` and RD()
The most general low-energy eective Lagrangian involving all of the dimension-six oper-
ators capable to generate a (semi-)leptonic decay via charged currents reads
Le =   2
p
2GFVud
h
(1 + gVL) (uLdL)(`L
L) + gVR (uRdR)(`L
L) (2.4)
+ gSL() (uRdL)(`RL) + gSR() (uLdR)(`RL)
+ gT () (uRdL)(`R
L)
i
+ h:c: ;
where u and d stand for a generic up- and down-type quarks, and gi  gi(mb) are the
eective NP couplings with i 2 fVL(R); SL(R); Tg. In order to describe the anomalies
observed in the exclusive b ! c` decays one necessarily needs to introduce the new
bosonic elds above the electroweak scale. Such an extended theory should also respect
the SU(2)L  U(1)Y symmetry which means that gVR should be lepton avor universal
4Notice that the measured B(Bs ! )exp, agrees with the SM value B(Bs ! )SM = (3:65 0:23)
10 9 [30].
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at dimension-six, and as such it is irrelevant for the discussion that follows [32, 33]. In
other words, we are left with four eective coecients, gVL , gSL , gSR and gT which can
potentially contribute to RD() .
To determine the allowed values of the eective couplings gi we assume that NP only
contributes to the transition b ! c , and that its eect is negligible to the electron
and muon modes.5 We use the B ! D semileptonic form factors computed by means
of lattice QCD in refs. [9, 10]. Since the B ! D form factors at non-zero recoil are
still not available from LQCD, we consider the ones extracted from the measured angular
distribution of B ! D(! D)l (l 2 fe; g) given in ref. [8], and combine them with the
ratios A0(q
2)=A1(q
2) and T1 3(q2)=A1(q2) computed in ref. [14]. By using these theoretical
inputs and the experimental values given in eq. (1.2) we were able to constrain the values
of eective coecients in eq. (2.4) and thus accommodate RD() . The rst solution we
consider is the coecient gVL > 0, which corresponds to an overall rescaling of the SM.
The allowed 1 range in this case reads6
gVL

b!c
2 (0:09; 0:13) : (2.5)
Other solutions involving the coecients gSL and/or gT have also been considered in the
literature [34{44]. In particular, two specic scalar LQ scenarios predict gSL = 4 gT at
the scale  = mLQ, which is of the order of 1 TeV [31]. That relation is modied when
running down to  = mb. After including in the renormalization group running the one-
loop electroweak corrections, in addition to the three-loop QCD anomalous dimensions,
the relations gSL = +4 gT and gSL =  4 gT become gSL  +8:14 gT and gSL   8:5 gT
at  = mb, respectively [45]. The low-energy ts to various combinations of eective
coecients are shown in gure 2. In the same plot, we superimpose the limits derived
from the Bc-meson lifetime, which is particularly ecient to constraint the pseudoscalar
contribution [46, 47]. More precisely, we consider the conservative limit B(Bc !  ) . 30%
and the expression
B(Bc !  ) = Bc
mBcf
2
Bc
G2F jVcbj2
8
m2
 
1  m
2

m2Bc
!2 1 + gVL + (gSR   gSL)m2Bcm (mb +mc)

2
; (2.6)
from which we derive that
gP (mb)  gSR(mb)  gSL(mb) 2 ( 1:14; 0:68) : (2.7)
By combining this constraint with the low-energy t to RD() described above, we conclude
in gure 2 that not only the scenario with gVL > 0 can accommodate RD() , but also other
scenarios such as gT (mb) 6= 0, gSL =  4 gT > 0. Furthermore, plausible solutions are
obtained for gSL = 4 gT but allowing the couplings to be mostly imaginary. These
5That assumption is a very good approximation to the realistic situation. As we shall see, we nd that
the couplings of leptoquarks to b and  are indeed much larger than those involving muons so that the
physics discussion of RD() remains unchanged after setting the couplings to muons to zero.
6We disregard the solution with large and negative values of gVL , since this possibility would require
excessively large NP couplings.
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gVL
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gT
χSM2
-2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.00.1
0.5
1
5
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100
gi (mb)
χ2
gSL = -4 gT, real
gSL = 4 gT, imag.
gSL = 4 gT, real
χSM2
-2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.00.1
0.5
1
5
10
50
100
gSL (mb)
χ2
Figure 2. 2 values for individual eective coecients ts of RD and RD , compared to the SM
value, 2SM  19:7. In the left panel, 2 is plotted against gVL , gSL and gT at  = mb. In the
right panel, 2 is plotted against gSL(mb) by assuming gSL = 4 gT at  = 1 TeV, for purely
imaginary and real couplings. The dashed regions correspond to the values excluded by the Bc-
lifetime constraints, see text for details.
ndings are in agreement with the literature, cf. ref. [34], which are updated in this paper
with the most recent experimental and theoretical inputs and extended by allowing the
possibility of imaginary couplings.
3 Leptoquark models for RK() and/or RD()
In this section we briey review the LQ models proposed to accommodate the B-physics
anomalies by introducing a single mediator. We adopt the notation of ref. [31] and specify
the LQ by their SM quantum numbers, (SU(3)c; SU(2)L)Y , where the electric charge, Q =
Y + T3, is the sum of the hypercharge (Y ) and the third weak isospin component (T3). In
the left-handed doublets, Qi = [(V
yuL)i dL i]T and Li = [(UL)i `L i]T , the matrices V and
U are the CKM and Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrices, respectively.
Since the neutrino masses are insignicant for the phenomenology we study in this paper,
we can set U = 1.
3.1 Scalar leptoquarks
3.1.1 S3 = (3; 3)1=3
The rst scenario we consider is with S3 = (3;3)1=3, a weak triplet of scalar LQ states
with hypercharge 1=3.7 Remarkably, S3 is the only scalar particle that can simultaneously
account for RexpK < R
SM
K and R
exp
K < R
SM
K at tree-level [48{51]. The Yukawa Lagrangian of
S3 reads [31]
LS3 = yijL QCi i2(kSk3 )Lj + h:c: ; (3.1)
where k is one of the Pauli matrices (k = 1; 2; 3), S
k
3 is a component of the LQ triplet, and
yL stands for a generic Yukawa matrix. We have neglected the LQ couplings to diquarks
7We follow a common practice and in this paper we consider the LQ's belonging to the same multiplet
to be mass degenerate.
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in eq. (3.1) in order to ensure the proton stability [31]. Otherwise one should devise an
appropriate symmetry to suppress these couplings that are known to be tightly constrained
by experimental limits on the proton lifetime.8 It is convenient to rewrite eq. (3.1) in terms
of charge eigenstates as:
LS3 =  yijL dCL iL j S(1=3)3  
p
2 yijL d
C
L i`L j S
(4=3)
3
+
p
2 (V yL)ij u
C
L iL j S
( 2=3)
3   (V yL)ij uCL i`L j S(1=3)3 + h:c: ;
(3.2)
from which one can easily extract the Wilson coecients for the b! s` l `+k decay, namely,
Ckl9 =  Ckl10 =
v2
VtbV

tsem
ybkL
 
yslL

m2S3
; (3.3)
which is precisely the eective scenario needed to accommodate Rexp
K() < R
SM
K() . Notice
once again that in this discussion Ckl9;10 refer only to the LQ contribution, that is to be
added to the SM value which is non-zero in the lepton avor conserving case (l = k).
Similarly, we also read o the contribution arising from this LQ to the b! c``0 transition
and nd
gVL =  
v2 yb`
0
L (V y

L)c`
4Vcbm
2
S3
=   v
2
4m2S3
yb`
0
L

(yb`L )
 +
Vcs
Vcb
(ys`L )
 +
Vcd
Vcb
(yd`L )


: (3.4)
We see that the coupling yb`L gives a negative contribution to gVL , clearly at odds with
Rexp
D() > R
SM
D() . Note that the terms depending on y
s`
L and y
d`
L are not necessarily negative,
but they are tightly constrained by other avor limits, such as B(B ! K) and the
frequency of oscillations in the B0d;s   B0d;s system (mBd;s), so that this scenario cannot
accommodate RD() .
3.1.2 R2 = (3; 2)7=6
The second scenario we consider is R2 = (3;2)7=6, the weak doublet of scalar LQ's with
hypercharge Y = 7=6. This scenario is known to be unsatisfactory at tree level because it
leads to RK() > R
SM
K() , clearly disfavored by the data. One can get around this problem,
as proposed in ref. [52], and generate corrections to RK() at loop-level and accommodate
Rexp
K() < R
SM
K() . Interestingly, R2 is the only scalar LQ for which the proton stability is auto-
matically preserved [53]. The most general Lagrangian describing the Yukawa interactions
with R2 can be written as,
LR2 = yijR Qi`Rj R2   yijL uR iR2i2Lj + h:c: ; (3.5)
where yL and yR are the Yukawa matrices, and SU(2)L indices have been omitted for
simplicity. More explicitly, in terms of the electric charge eigenstates, the Lagrangian (3.5)
can be written as
LR2 = (V yR)ij uL i`Rj R(5=3)2 + (yR)ij dL i`Rj R(2=3)2
+ (yL)ij uR iL j R
(2=3)
2   (yL)ijuR i`L j R(5=3)2 + h:c:
(3.6)
8See ref. [48] for illustration of a Grand Unication scenario in which these couplings are absent in a
concrete SU(5) set-up.
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As mentioned above, the tree-level contribution to the Wilson coecients amounts to
Ckl9 = C
kl
10
tree
=   v
2
2VtbV

tsem
yslR
 
ybkR

m2R2
; (3.7)
which leads to RK() > R
SM
K() , in conict with experiment. Instead, if the LQ corrections
start at loop-level, which can be achieved by setting yR  0, one nds [52]
Ckl9 =  Ckl10 loop=
X
u;u02fu;c;tg
VubV

u0s
VtbV

ts
yu
0k
L

yulL
F(xu; xu0) ; (3.8)
where xi = m
2
i =m
2
W , and the loop function reads,
F(xu; xu0) =
p
xuxu0
32em

xu0(xu0   4) log xu0
(xu0   1)(xu   xu0)(xu0   x) +
xu(xu   4) log xu
(xu   1)(xu0   xu)(xu   x)
  x(x   4) log x
(x   1)(x   xu)(x   xu0)

: (3.9)
Furthermore, this LQ state contributes to the transition b! c `0 via the following coe-
cients,
gSL = 4 gT =
v2
4Vcb
yc`
0
L
 
yb`R

m2R2
; (3.10)
obtained by tree-level matching at the scale  = mR2 . This scenario can accommodate the
observed deviations in RD() for complex and even purely imaginary couplings, as it can
be seen in gure 2, and in refs. [35, 54, 55].
A simultaneous explanation of RK() and RD() is, however, excluded due to the strin-
gent limits on B( ! ), which would receive a contribution enhanced by a factor of
mt=m at the amplitude level, as discussed in ref. [52]. Therefore, this scenario can accom-
modate either RK() or RD() , but not both.
3.1.3 eR2 = (3; 2)1=6
Another important scenario to consider is eR2 = (3;2)1=6, the weak doublet of scalar LQ's
with hypercharge Y = 1=6, which couples to SM fermions through a single gauge invariant
operator, namely, [56]
L eR2 =  yijL dRi eR2i2Lj + h:c: ;
=  yijL dRi`Lj eR(2=3)2 + yijL dRiLj eR( 1=3)2 + h:c: ; (3.11)
where yL is a generic matrix of Yukawa couplings. Another appealing feature of this
scenario is that, like the R2 model, the potentially troublesome diquark couplings to LQ are
absent. Proton decay can still be generated in this scenario but by higher order operators
which can be eliminated by imposing a suitable symmetry in a way similar to what has
been done, for example, in ref. [57]. As before, we again identify the Wilson coecients
arising from the tree level contributions to b! s` l `+k in this model and nd,
C 0 kl9 =  C 0 kl10 =  
v2
2VtbV

tsem
yskL
 
yblL

m2eR2 ; (3.12)
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which turned out to be in agreement with RexpK < R
SM
K but in conict with R
exp
K < R
SM
K ,
cf. discussion in ref. [56]. Furthermore, the Yukawa interactions in eq. (3.11) do not con-
tribute to the charged current processes, such as the transition b ! c . This limitation
can be overcome by introducing light right-handed neutrinos to this set-up [58]. In that
case, scalar and tensor operators will be generated through the gauge invariant operator
Q eR2R, which will not interfere with the SM contributions and therefore can provide only
a small shift with respect to the SM predictions.
3.1.4 S1 = (3; 1)1=3
Finally, one can also consider a scenario with S1 = (3;1)1=3, a weak singlet scalar LQ with
hypercharge Y = 1=3. This model was deemed to be viable in ref. [54] for accommodating
Rexp
D() > R
SM
D() . The most general Yukawa Lagrangian of S1 reads
LS1 = yijL QCi2Lj S1 + yijR uCR ieRj S1 + h:c:
= S1
h 
V yL

ij
uCL i`L j   yijL dCL iL j + yijR uCR i`Rj
i
+ h:c: ;
(3.13)
where yL and yR are generic Yukawa matrices. Like in the case of S3 we omitted the terms
involving diquark couplings to LQ, which must be forbidden by a symmetry to protect
the proton stability. By integrating out the LQ state we obtain that, at the matching
scale  = mS1 ,
gVL =
v2
4Vcb
yb`
0
L
 
V yL

c`
m2S1
; (3.14)
gSL =  4 gT =  
v2
4Vcb
yb`
0
L
 
yc`R

m2S1
: (3.15)
Although this LQ does not contribute to the transition b! s` l `+k at tree-level, the eective
coecients C9(10) receive contributions at loop-level, namely [59]
Ckl9 + C
kl
10 =
m2t
8emm2S1
 
V yL

tk
 
V yL

tl
  v
2
32emm2S1
 
yL  yyL

bs
VtbV

ts
 
yyL  yL

kl
;
Ckl9   Ckl10 =
m2t
8emm2S1
 
yR

tk
 
yR

tl

log
m2S1
m2t
  f(xt)

  v
2
32emm2S1
 
yL  yyL

bs
VtbV

ts
 
yyL  yL

kl
;
(3.16)
where xt = m
2
t =m
2
W and f(xt) = 1 +
3
xt 1

log xt
xt 1   1

. The possibility of explaining RK()
and/or RD() in this scenario will be discussed in section 5.
3.2 Vector leptoquarks
3.2.1 U1 = (3; 1)2=3
The rst scenario of this sort we consider is U1 = (3;1)2=3, the weak singlet vector LQ,
which received considerable attention because it can provide a simultaneous explanation
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to the anomalies in b ! s and b ! c transitions [60]. The most general Lagrangian
consistent with the SM gauge symmetry allows couplings to both left-handed and right-
handed fermions, namely,
LU1 = xijL QiU1 Lj + xijR dR iU1 `Rj + h:c:; (3.17)
where xijL and x
ij
R are the couplings. The contribution of the left-handed couplings to the
eective Lagrangian (2.1) amounts to
Ckl9 =  Ckl10 =  
v2
VtbV

tsem
xslL
 
xbkL

m2U1
; (3.18)
as required by the observation of Rexp
K() < R
SM
K() . Switching on the right-handed couplings,
xR 6= 0, amounts to contributions to other Wilson coecients, C 09 = C 010, CS =  CP and
(CS)
0 = (CP )0. However, since the latter Wilson coecients are disfavored by the current
b ! s data, we will set the right-handed couplings to zero and call such a scenario the
minimal U1 model. Furthermore, this scenario also contributes to b! c``0 by giving rise
to the eective coecient
gVL =
v2 (V xL)c`0
 
xb`L

2Vcbm
2
U1
=
v2
2m2U1
 
xb`L

xb`
0
L +
Vcs
Vcb
xs`
0
L +
Vcd
Vcb
xd`
0
L

;
(3.19)
which is clearly acceptable since the leading term implies gVL > 0, in agreement with the
observed Rexp
D() > R
SM
D() .
A peculiarity of this scenario is the absence of contributions to the transition b !
s [20, 60]. Importantly, however, this model is nonrenormalizable, which undermines
its predictivity at the loop-level unless the ultraviolet (UV) mechanism generating the U1
mass is explicitly specied, see refs. [53, 61{66] for concrete examples.
3.2.2 U3 = (3; 3)2=3
The last scenario we consider is the weak triplet of vector LQ's, U3 = (3;3)2=3 [67]. Due to
gauge symmetry, this LQ couples only to the left-handed SM fermion doublets, with the
most general Lagrangian being [31]
LU3 = xijL Qi(kUk3)Lj + h:c: (3.20)
Using eq. (3.20) and matching at tree-level onto the eective Lagrangian in eq. (2.1), we
obtain that
Ckl9 =  Ckl10 =  
v2
VtbV

tsem
xslL
 
xbkL

m2U3
; (3.21)
which can accommodate RK() , in a way similar to the U1 model. Concerning the eective
operators in the charged-current case (2.4), the only non-vanishing eective coecient is
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Figure 3. (a) Representative Feynman diagram for LQ pair production via QCD interactions.
(b) Feynman diagram for LQ t-channel exchange in pp ! `` production at the LHC. The dashed
propagator represents either a scalar or vector LQ state.
again gVL which is given by
gVL =  
v2 (V xL)c`0
 
xb`L

2Vcbm
2
U3
;
=   v
2
2m2U3

xb`L
 
xb`
0
L +
Vcs
Vcb
xs`
0
L +
Vcd
Vcb
xd`
0
L

:
(3.22)
We see that, similar to the scenario with S3, this model cannot accommodate the deviation
in RD() because the term proportional to jxbL j2 is negative, while the others are tightly
constrained by other avor physics observables, such as B(B ! K).
Similarly to U1, the U3 model is generally nonrenormalizable. Nevertheless, under
certain circumstances, loops involving U3 can be calculated. More precisely, if the 3  3
matrix xL from eq. (3.20) is unitary, UV-divergences appearing in loop-induced FCNCs
mediated by U3 are canceled through the GIM mechanism. However, the price to pay for
having a unitary coupling matrix is that LQ couplings to rst generation SM fermions, such
as e, d, or u, can no longer be avoided. In turn, the presence of such couplings is in strong
conict with LFV bounds from  e conversion in Au nuclei and from B(KL ! e), which
exclude the U3 scenario with unitary xL as a viable explanation of the b ! s anomalies,
see discussion in ref. [20].
4 High-pT phenomenology
4.1 Direct limits on pair-produced LQs
An ecient way to set limits on LQs is to directly search for them at hadron colliders. At
the LHC one of the most signicant example of such a processes is the pair production
gg (qq) ! LQyLQ, shown in gure 3 (a). In both ATLAS and CMS the searches for
this process in dierent decay channels into second and/or third generation quarks and
leptons, LQyLQ ! qq``; qq, have been made. The results of these searches lead to
model independent bounds on both the mass and branching fractions of the LQ.
In table 1 we list the most recent lower limits on the masses of second/third gener-
ation scalar and vector LQs relevant to this work, for benchmark branching ratios set to
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Decays LQs Scalar LQ limits Vector LQ limits Lint / Ref.
jj   S1; R2; S3; U1; U3 | | |
bb   R2; S3; U1; U3 850 (550) GeV 1550 (1290) GeV 12.9 fb
 1 [69]
tt   S1; R2; S3; U3 900 (560) GeV 1440 (1220) GeV 35.9 fb
 1 [70]
jj  S1; R2; S3; U1; U3 1530 (1275) GeV 2110 (1860) GeV 35.9 fb
 1 [71]
bb  R2; U1; U3 1400 (1160) GeV 1900 (1700) GeV 36.1 fb
 1 [72]
tt  S1; R2; S3; U3 1420 (950) GeV 1780 (1560) GeV 36.1 fb
 1 [73, 74]
jj  R2; S3; U1; U3 980 (640) GeV 1790 (1500) GeV 35.9 fb
 1 [75]
bb  S1; R2; S3; U3 1100 (800) GeV 1810 (1540) GeV 35.9 fb
 1 [75]
tt  R2; S3; U1; U3 1020 (820) GeV 1780 (1530) GeV 35.9 fb
 1 [75]
Table 1. Summary of the current limits from LQ pair production searches at the LHC. In the
rst column we give the searched nal states and in the second column the LQs for which this
search is relevant. In the next two columns we present the current limits on the mass for scalar and
vector LQs, respectively, for  = 1 ( = 0:5). In the last column we display the value of the LHC
luminosity for each search along with the experimental references. Note that \j" denotes any jet
originating from a charm or a strange quark. Entries marked with \ " indicate that no recast or
search in this channel has been performed up to this date.
=1 (0:5). These limits assume the following: (i) pair production is dominated by QCD in-
teractions, and (ii) for vector LQs (V ) the LQ-gluon interaction term, L   gsV GV  ,
is taken with  = 1. The rst assumption is in general true for LQ-fermion couplings of
order  1 or smaller [68]. In this regime, contributions to qq ! LQyLQ with a t-channel
lepton (where the amplitude is proportional to the squared LQ-fermion coupling) are sub-
leading compared to QCD induced production. The assumption on the value of , instead,
depends on the UV origin of the vector LQ [76]. If V  is a fundamental gauge boson
of a new non-abelian gauge group then the gauge symmetry completely xes the choice
 = 1. The possibility of having jj < 1 may arise in a UV theory where the vector LQ is
a composite particle, therefore giving rise to LHC limits weaker than for the gauge vector
LQ presented in table. 1.
4.2 Limits from high-pT tails of pp! ``
As shown in refs. [77, 78], a contribution arising from the t-channel exchange of LQs to
pp ! `` (` = ; ) can be directly probed in the high-pT tails of Drell-Yan processes
at the LHC. In particular, larger values of Yukawa couplings, that are often needed to
accommodate the B-anomalies, could modify the tail of the dierential cross section of
pp ! ``. In the following we use LHC data from pp-collisions at 13 TeV to set limits on
each LQ model. For this we have recast two recent searches by ATLAS at 36.1 fb 1 for a
Z 0 decaying to  [79] and   [80], respectively.
For the di-tau analysis we focused on the fully inclusive channel with hadronic taus
(had) in the nal state,given that these perform considerably better at high pT than the
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leptonic tau decay channels. For each search we counted the number of observed and back-
ground events above dierent threshold values of the invariant mass distributions m for
the di-muon search and the total transverse mass distribution mtot for the di-tau search
(see ref. [80] for the denition of mtot). An upper bound at 95% C.L. on the number of
allowed signal events above each mass threshold was extracted for each search by minimiz-
ing the Log-Likelihood ratio with nuisance parameters for the background uncertainties,
as described in [81]. Besides the current luminosity limits, we also estimated projected
limits at a higher LHC luminosity of Lint = 300 fb 1 by scaling the data and background
events with the luminosity ratio and the background uncertainties with
pLint assuming
that the data in the distribution tails are statistically dominated. This assumption holds
well for the leading backgrounds such as SM Drell-Yan production or fake had from QCD
jet mis-tagging since these are estimated using experimental data from control regions that
improve with more statistics. Additionally, systematics in the tails of the di-muon and
di-tau searches are well under control and only dominate the lower bins where the search
is insensitive to the massive LQs.
For our simulations we created the Universal FeynRules Output (UFO) les using
FeynRules [82] for each LQ mediator (S1, S3, R2, U1 and U3) coupling exclusively to second
and third generation of quarks and leptons. For R2 and U1 we have only considered, for
simplicity, non-zero left-handed Yukawa matrices in eq. (3.6) and eq. (3.17). After exporting
the UFOs to MadGraph5 [83] we generated for each LQ mediator a statistically signicant
set of t-channel Drell-Yan event samples qq ! ;   for initial sea quarks, q 2 fs; c; bg,
and for vector (scalar) LQs at dierent masses in the 1{6 TeV (0.6{3 TeV) range. Each
sample was subsequently showered and hadronized using Pythia8 [84]. Final state hadronic
taus and isolated muons where reconstructed and smeared using Delphes3 [85] with the
parameters set according to each experimental scenario. In order to illustrate the current
reach of the LHC for each LQ state we show in gure 4 results from the pp !  and
pp!   searches by ATLAS for scalar (vector) LQs in the yqlL (xqlL ) coupling versus mass
plane.9 Each line corresponds to the 95% upper limit for the process qq ! `` turning on
each avor coupling one at a time, with q 2 fs; c; bg and ` 2 f; g. Similar bounds of the
same order can be extracted for the coupling products yqlL y
q0l
L and x
ql
Lx
q0l
L with q 6= q0 from
the quark avor violating process qq0 ! ``.
Besides producing deviations in the di-lepton tails, LQ mediators that couple simulta-
neously to dierently charged leptons may also produce measurable eects in LFV observ-
ables at the LHC. In particular, searching for the process pp ! ``0 with a LQ exchanged
in the t-channel may provide an additional handle for setting constraints on the avor
structure of these LQ models. Existing searches for a massive Z 0 with LFV couplings have
been presented by the LHC collaborations in the Z 0 ! e; e;  channels. In order to
determine the sensitivity of the LHC to the t-channel process pp!  we recast the LFV
Z 0 search by ATLAS [86, 87] at 3:2 fb 1 . We nd, however, that the bounds on the LQs
extracted from the high-pT m tails are always weaker than the combined bounds from
the avor conserving di-muon and di-tau tails described above.
9We did not present plots for S1 since these bounds are identical to the bounds for S
1=3
3 .
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Figure 4. The top panel (lower panel) shows current limits in the coupling vs mass plane for
several scalar LQ (vector LQ) models from LHC searches in pp ! `` high-pT tails at 13 TeV with
36 fb 1 of data. The solid and dashed lines represent limits from di-tau and di-muon searches,
respectively, for dierent initial quarks while turning one scalar (vector) LQ coupling yqlL (x
ql
L ) at
a time.
5 Which leptoquark model?
In this section we subject the models listed in section 3 to the constraints stemming both
from direct and indirect NP searches. We will then select LQ scenarios which can accom-
modate Rexp
K() and/or R
exp
D() based on the expressions derived above.
 S3 = (3;3)1=3:
As already discussed in section 3.1.1, the S3 model can accommodate R
exp
K() since it
predicts the NP contribution to C9;10 satisfying C9 =  C10. On the other hand, this
scenario cannot accommodate the anomalies in Rexp
D() > R
SM
D() . This can be easily
understood from eq. (3.4), where we see that the sign of the leading term for gVL is
negative, thus further lowering the value of RSM
D() , see also eq. (2.5). The subleading
terms in this equation could in principle provide a positive contribution to RD() but
such a situation would be in conict with tight constraints coming from other avor
physics limits, such as B ! K and mBs .
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 R2 = (3;2)7=6:
At tree level the R2 model contributes to C9;10 in such a way that they satisfy
C9 = C10, which disagrees with RK() < R
SM
K() , cf. section 3.1.2. This situation can
be avoided by choosing a avor structure such that the tree-level contribution to
b! s is absent. As a result, C9;10 are loop induced and the NP Wilson coecients
satisfy C9 =  C10, as needed [35]. The minimal avor ansatz in eq. (3.6) to realize
such a scenario is given by
yL =
0B@0 0 00 ycL 0
0 ytL 0
1CA ; yR = 0 ; (5.1)
where ycL and y
t
L are non-zero couplings. For the time being, we neglected the cou-
pling to  because it plays no role in the discussion of RK() . The main challenge
in this scenario is to comply with LHC limits, which are particularly constraining
in the region the anomalies can be accounted for. To see the extent to which the
model can accommodate measured RK() we use the allowed values of Wilson co-
ecients specied in eq. (2.3), as well as the constraints arising from the limits on
B(B ! K()) and from the Z-pole observables [52]. The results of our t are then
combined with limits derived in section 4, and shown in gure (5), for two benchmark
masses, mR2 = 1:2 TeV and 1:5 TeV, cf. table 1. From this plot we see that a large
ycL needed at low-energies is in tension with LHC limits, allowing then an explana-
tion of RK() only at the 2 level. Therefore, if the central values of R
exp
K and R
exp
K
remain unchanged with more data, this model will be excluded as an explanation of
the b! s anomalies. A similar conclusion has been independently found in ref. [73].
The above avor pattern is clearly not satisfactory to explain the observed RD() >
RSM
D() . To accommodate those one could proceed as in refs. [35, 54, 55, 88] and let
ycL
 
ybR

to be of order O(1), which is compatible both with low-energy observables
and with upper limits on pp !  derived at LHC. This is illustrated in gure 4.
From the point of view of the eective Lagrangian (2.4) this LQ scenario generates
the combination gSL = 4 gT at the matching scale  ' 1 TeV, which can turn RD()
compatible with Rexp
D() if gSL is mostly imaginary, cf. gure 2. We should reiterate
that a simultaneous explanation of both RK() and RD() cannot be obtained in
this scenario even at the 2 level. This is so because the couplings required to
accommodate each of the observed anomalies would induce too large a value for
B( ! ), due to the chiral enhancement by the top quark [52].
 eR2 = (3;2)1=6:
In a model with the LQ state eR2, the non-zero NP Wilson coecients in the b! s
decay are those corresponding to the chirality ipped operators and they satisfy
C 09 =  C 010. While this is enough to explain RK < RSMK , it predicts RK > RSMK
which is in disagreement with experimental data [56]. In ref. [58] this model has also
been considered to account for the anomalies in charged currents. To this purpose,
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Figure 5. Regions in plane yc vs. yt with 
2 = 2:3(6:8) are plotted in dark (light) blue for
mR2 = 1:2 TeV (left panel) and 1.5 TeV (right panel). We consider the b! s`` constraint [eq. (2.3)]
and the ones from the Z-pole observables computed in [52]. The black line denotes the LHC limits
derived from pp !  data with 36 fb 1, which excludes an explanation of RK() to 1 for both
masses. See text for details.
it is necessary to postulate the existence of light right-handed neutrinos, as already
mentioned in section 3.1.3. The main diculty of this scenario is to face the LHC
limits on (i) recent limits on pair-produced LQs given in table 1, and (ii)  dilepton
tails [77]. The combination of these latter constraints is particularly ecient in this
scenario, so that eR2 model can only account for a very small enhancement in RD() .
 S1 = (3;1)1=3:
The S1 model is a viable candidate to explain RD() > R
SM
D() since it generates the
eective couplings gVL and gSL =  4 gT , both being equally viable when it comes
down to accommodating Rexp
D() > R
SM
D() , see gure 2. On the other hand, this scenario
does not provide a tree-level contribution to b ! s`` but C9;10 can be induced by
the box-diagrams satisfying C9 =  C10, as desired [59]. It appears, however, that
this is not a viable scenario if one works with mS1  1 TeV and if one wants to stay
compatible with R
=e
D() = B(B ! D())=B(B ! D()e), as discussed in ref. [20].
A step beyond was made in ref. [89] in which the model was shown to be viable if
(i) a larger LQ mass is considered, and (ii) a dierent coupling structure, with large
right-handed LQ couplings to the  -lepton, is allowed.
To evaluate the extent to which this particle can improve the description of the b! s
anomalies, we consider the minimal avor ansatz,
yL =
0B@0 0 00 ysL 0
0 ybL 0
1CA ; yR = 0 ; (5.2)
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where we keep only the couplings that contribute to C9 =  C10.10 We then perform
a t to the low-energy observables modied by these couplings, namely, (i) the values
of Wilson coecients given in eq. (2.3), (ii) the experimental limits on B(B ! K),
(iii) the experimentally established mBs , (iv) Z-boson couplings to leptons mea-
sured at LEP, (v) leptonic decays D(s) !  and K ! , and (vi) the rare charm
decay D0 ! . All the expression needed for that analysis, together with the ex-
perimental values/bounds can be found in ref. [20]. We nd 2min=d:o:f: = 11:2=3 for
the following choice of parameters:
ybL 
p
4 ; ysL   0:15 ; mS1  5:2 TeV ; (5.3)
where we have imposed the perturbativity limit jyijL j 
p
4. The value 2min = 11:2
is smaller than the SM value, 2SM = 21:2, showing that the discrepancy can be
decreased but not fully accommodated. In gure 6 we plot the regions with 2 < 2:3
and 6:8 in the planes mS1 vs. y
s
L and mS1 vs. y
b
L . From this plot we see that one
needs large LQ masses and large jybL j to satisfactorily accommodate the current
data. Such large couplings are close to the nonperturbative regime jybL j &
p
4,
indicating that one needs a systematic study of one-loop corrections before assessing
the viability of this scenario. In gure 6 we also show the bounds coming from the
direct searches at LHC which are weak in the region of parameters described above.
By assuming jybL j  jysL j, the bound we deduce from the pair production searches
in the tt channel is mS1 > 1:4 TeV [74], much lower than the one we get from the
avor t, given in eq. (5.3). We should note that limits from the study of dilepton
tails, as described in section 4.2, are too weak, as expected, because the avor t
favors couplings mostly to the third generation of quarks, for which the PDFs are
very suppressed.
So far we were concerned with the b! s`` anomalies, RK() . If instead we focus on
RD() then the avor ansatz given in eq. (5.2) must be extended to allow for y
c
R 6= 0:
yL =
0B@ 0 0 00 ysL ysL
0 ybL y
b
L
1CA ; yR =
0B@ 0 0 00 0 ycR
0 0 ytR
1CA : (5.4)
The couplings to  bring in new constraints, such as those coming from B(Ds !  ),
B(B ! ) and B( ! ), as described in ref. [20]. By performing a 2 analysis
similar to the one above we conclude that the tension in RK() and RD() can be
moderately reduced if one is to remain in the range of mS1 . 2 TeV. To accommodate
them one would need large couplings, jybL j 
p
4 and jycR j 
p
4, andmS1 & 4 TeV,
which is dierent from the original proposal in ref. [59]. These conclusions agree with
ref. [89].
10Note that the couplings yijR to right-handed leptons will generate the combination of Wilson coecients
C9 + C10, which is disfavored by the current data.
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Figure 6. mS1 is plotted against y
s
L (left panel) and y
b
L (right panel). Light (dark) blue regions
correspond to 2 < 2:3(6:8). The black line in the right panel denotes the LHC exclusion limit
on pair produced LQs decaying into t [74]. See text for details.
 U1 = (3;1)2=3:
As discussed in ref. [60] the minimal U1 model is one of the best candidates to
simultaneously explain the anomalies in RK() and RD() . The interesting features of
this scenario are: (i) contributions to RK() come from the Wilson coecients C9;10
satisfying C9 =  C10, (ii) a positive sign of gVL allows to accommodate RD() > RSMD() ,
cf. eq. (3.19), and (iii) the absence of tree-level contributions to B(B ! K()),
which is often a major obstacle to the models built to accommodate the B-physics
anomalies. We will discuss this scenario in more detail in section 6.
 U3 = (3;3)2=3:
Finally, the model U3 is also a viable candidate to explain RK() , since it predicts
C9 =   C10, but it cannot provide an explanation of RD() > RSMD() . This can be
understood on the basis of eq. (3.22) from which we learn that the leading contribution
to gVL comes with the wrong (negative) sign. The subleading couplings to the strange
quark are constrained by the tight experimental limits on B(B ! K()), which is
why the net eect on RD() is very small.
Our ndings are summarized in table 2, from which we learn that U1 is the only
single LQ model that can simultaneously accommodate RK() and RD() , in agreement
with ndings of ref. [60]. A slightly non-minimalistic possibility is to build a model with
two dierent scalar leptoquarks, as explored for S1 and S3 in refs. [60, 90, 91], and for R2
and S3 in ref. [88]. Note that our conclusions can also serve as a guideline for future studies
if one of the anomalies disappears.
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Model RK() RD() RK() & RD()
S1 7
 X 7
R2 7
 X 7fR2 7 7 7
S3 X 7 7
U1 X X X
U3 X 7 7
Table 2. Summary of the LQ models which can accommodate RK() (rst column), RD() (second
column), and both RK() and RD() (third column) without inducing other phenomenological prob-
lems. The symbol 7 means that the discrepancy can be alleviated, but not fully accommodated.
See text for details.
6 Revisiting U1 = (3; 1)2=3
In this section we discuss in more detail the phenomenological status of the scenario U1.
We will use the low-energy physics observables which receive the tree-level contributions
from the U1 exchange to constrain the model parameters. We will also compare these
results with the ones deduced from the experimental bounds based on direct searches at
the LHC. Furthermore, we will make a brief comment concerning the loop eects.
6.1 Low-energy constraints
To satisfy both RK() < R
SM
K() and RD() > R
SM
D() we will assume the following structure
for the Yukawa matrices:
xL =
0B@0 0 00 xsL xsL
0 xbL x
b
L
1CA ; xR = 0 ; (6.1)
where the couplings to the rst generation are set to zero in order to avoid the conicts
with experimental limits on   e conversion on nuclei, the atomic parity violation and on
B(K ! ). To determine the region allowed by Rexp
K() , we compare the result of the
global t to b! s observables, given in eq. (2.3), with the expression eq. (3.18), and nd
  x
s
L
 
xbL

m2U1
2 [0:83; 1:41] 10 3 TeV 2 : (6.2)
A tree-level contribution of U1 to RD() gives rise to the eective coecient gVL , cf.
eq. (3.19), which compared to eq. (2.5) results in
(V xL)c
 
xbL

m2U1
=
(Vcs x
s
L + Vcb x
b
L ) (x
b
L )

m2U1
2 [0:12; 0:18] TeV 2 : (6.3)
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Observable Eqs. { U1 Exp. value Ref.
b! s (3.18) (2.3) [25{28]
b! c (3.19) (2.5) [8]
B( ! ) (6.4) < 8:4 10 8 [92]
B(B ! ) (3.19), (2.6) 1:06(19) 10 4 [8]
B(Ds ! ) (3.19), (2.6) 5:50(23) 10 3 [92]
B(Ds ! ) (3.19), (2.6) 5:48(23) 10 2 [92]
r
e=
K (3.19), (2.6) 2:488(10) 10 5 [92, 97]
r
=
K (3.19), (2.6) 4:670(67) 102 [48]
R
=e
D (3.19) 0:995(22)(39) [98]
B(B ! K) (3.18) < 4:8 10 5 [99]
Table 3. Tree-level observables considered in our phenomenological analysis and their correspond-
ing experimental values (or limits), as well as their theoretical expressions for the U1 scenario.
Other relevant constraints to this scenario are listed in table 3, including the decays K !
, D(s) !   and B !  , as well as the ratio R=eD = B(B ! D)=B(B ! De).
Another important constraint stems from B( ! )exp < 8:4  10 8 [92, 93], which was
often neglected in previous studies of this particular LQ model, and which gives (to 2),
jxsL jjxsL j
m2U1
< 0:018 TeV 2 : (6.4)
We reiterate that an important feature of this scenario is the absence of tree-level contri-
butions to B ! K(). One-loop contributions to this transition as well as to many other
observables, such as  ! , Bs   Bs mixing and LFU tests in  decays, can however be
important. In refs. [94{96] it was shown that the leading-log renormalization group eects
induced by the eective operators related to U1 could be in conict with constraints from
leptonic Z and  decays in the scenarios in which the dominant coupling is the one to the
third generation fermions. To get around that diculty one can allow for a more general
avor structure [60], similar to the one we consider here. In this work, we will not consider
the constraints induced by the loop eects since they could be sensitive to the details of
the unknown UV completion of the U1 model, which is model dependent. We will simply
assume that this problem is taken care of by some mechanism which prevents the appear-
ances of divergences to higher order in perturbation theory. Moreover, as we shall see
below, the synergy between the tree-level constraints from avor physics and the tree-level
bounds coming from direct searches at the LHC is already sucient to signicantly limit
the parameter space of this scenario. Of course, this fact does not reduce importance of
electroweak corrections which must be systematically included in the models in which the
UV completion is specied.
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6.2 Results and predictions
The results of our analysis will be presented in two parts. In the rst we set mU1 = 1:5 TeV,
which is the lowest U1 mass not yet excluded by vector LQ pair production searches at the
LHC [75]. The resulting parameter space will then be used to show our predictions for two
LFV processes, B ! K and  ! . In the second part, we repeat the same exercise
but this time treating mU1 as a free parameter.
Scan of parameters with mU1 = 1:5 TeV. For our analysis with xed mU1 = 1:5 TeV,
we rst nd a best t point by minimizing a 2-function built from the avor observables
listed in table 3. We nd 2min = 6:61 for
xsL   10 2 ; xbL  0:25 ; xsL  4:4 10 3 ; xbL  2:81 : (6.5)
We then perform a random scan over the values of the four left-handed couplings shown
in eq. (6.1), and enforce perturbativity, jxijL j 
p
4. We select only the points which
satisfy 2(par)  2(par)   2min  6:18, i.e. within 2  from the best t point. The
selected points are compared with the limits deduced from the direct LHC searches in ``
(` =, ) nal states, as detailed in section 4.2. In the plots presented in this section, the
points excluded by direct searches based on current LHC data (36 fb 1) are shown in grey.
Furthermore, the red points are those that are excluded from our projections to 300 fb 1.
The blue points are those that would survive.
We rst show, in gure 7, the correlation between the two LQ couplings entering
eq. (3.19) for mU1 = 1:5 TeV. One observes that the experimental value of RD(?) forces x
b
L
to be dierent from zero, thus bounding its absolute value from below. Even though the
measurements of low-energy observables allow for xsL = 0, we see that current LHC data
exclude this possibility, imposing the lower bound jxsL j & 0:03. Moreover, our projected
bound for 300 fb 1 will push this limit even further away from 0, implying jxsL j & 0:1.
Even though we opted to not consider the model dependent radiative bounds, which are
derived within the leading logarithm approximation [94{96], it is interesting to note that
comparable lower bounds on jxsL j can be obtained by these means [60].
Next, we show in gure 8 the correlations between xbL and x
s
L (left panel) and between
xbL and x
s
L (right panel). The color code remains the same as before and the red (blue)
dashed lines correspond to the LHC limits obtained at 36 fb 1 (300 fb 1), but assuming
for simplicity that the couplings which are not present in a given plot are set to zero.11 It
is clear from eq. (3.18) that in order to explain the measured deviation with respect to the
SM in the b! s transitions, both xsL and xbL need to be dierent from zero. Moreover,
as discussed in the case of gure 7, current and future LHC limits provide a lower bound
on jxsL j, while RexpD(?) sets a lower limit on jxbL j. These considerations have an important
impact on the LFV decays, as we discuss below.
We nally show in gure 9 our prediction for the correlation of two LFV observables,
B( ! ) and B(B ! K), with the hatched black lines denoting the current experimen-
11Setting other couplings to zero to get the dashed regions in these plots is the reason why some of the
red points remain within the dashed blue rectangles (because for these points the other couplings which are
not in the plot are not set to zero).
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Figure 7. The correlation between the couplings xsL and x
b
L allowed by avor constraints is plotted
for mU1 = 1:5 TeV. Gray points are excluded by current LHC data (36 fb
 1) on pp! `` (` = ; ).
The future LHC sensitivity is depicted by the red points, which were obtained by extrapolating
current data to 300 fb 1, as discussed in section 4.2. Blue points are allowed by all constraints,
including the extrapolated LHC results to 300 fb 1.
Figure 8. Coupling xsL is plotted against x
b
L (left panel), and x
b
L is plotted against x
s
L (right
panel), by assuming mU1 = 1:5 TeV. Color code is the same as in gure 7.
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Figure 9. B(B ! K) is plotted against B( ! ) for the U1 model. Color code is the same as
in gure 7. Current bounds on these two decays, as respectively established by BaBar [99] and by
Belle [93], are also shown.
tal bounds on these processes. Again, mU1 is set to 1.5 TeV. As mentioned in the previous
paragraph, the fact that the LHC sets a lower bound on the absolute value of jxsL j has a
dramatic impact on the amount of LFV predicted by the U1 model: as can be seen in g-
ure 9. Interestingly, we see that the current LHC bounds lead to B(B ! K) & 210 7,
which remains rather stable lower bound for the LFV mode. With 300 fb 1 we get that this
bound is improved to B(B ! K) & 5 10 7. In other words, we get an absolute lower
bound of O(10 7). We see that lowering the upper bound on B(B ! K) at the LHCb
and/or Belle II can have a major impact on the model building by further restraining the
parameter space.
Scan of parameters with varying mU1. We now repeat the same analysis as before
but by letting mU1 to be a free parameter too. 
2
min corresponds to the same couplings
given in eq. (6.5), except that now 2 is minimized along a line in parameter space dened
by a constant xijL=mU1 , with jxijL j <
p
4 (perturbativity limit).12 The main result of that
analysis is shown in gure 10, where we show how the LFV branching fraction B(B ! K)
(left panel) and RD()=R
SM
D() (right panel) depend on mU1 . We notice that, in order to be
able to explain both avor anomalies within the U1 framework, mU1 cannot be higher
than  12:5 TeV.13 This upper bound roughly corresponds to setting xbL = xsL =
p
4
and looking for the highest value of the mass for which the b ! c anomaly can still be
explained within 2 . Moreover the lower bounds on both quantities remain rather stable
when varying mU1 .
Finally, the plots presented in gure 10 also showcase the complementarity between
avor physics (indirect) and LHC high-pT dilepton (direct) searches in constraining the U1
12This scale invariance relationship holds in the case of U1 because we only consider tree-level avor
constraints, and all the tree-level Wilson coecients entering the analysis scale as (coupling/mass)2.
13Note that this value is similar to the upper bound derived from unitarity of 2 ! 2 fermion scattering
amplitudes, namely   9 TeV for the b! c transition [100] .
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Figure 10. mU1 is plotted against B(B ! K) (left panel) and RD()=RSMD() (right panel) for the
U1 model. Color code is the same as in gure 7.
scenario as a possible explanation of the avor anomalies. While accommodating RK() <
RSM
K() and RD() > R
SM
D() already results in an absolute lower bound B(B ! K) & 10 8,
that bound gets shifted upwards by an order of magnitude to  5  10 7 if one accounts
for the direct LHC searches with 36 fb 1 of data and for mU1 < 4 TeV. Going to projected
300 fb 1 leaves the lower bound on both B(B ! K) and RD()=RSMD() quite stable. The
upper bound on B(B ! K) is also stable but already superseded by the experimental
limit on this decay mode established by BaBar. Measuring (bounding) B(B ! K) thus
becomes very appealing as the improvement of the current upper bound can either help
discarding the U1 scenario altogether, or further corroborate its viability. Note that for
deniteness we focus on B ! K , but the discussion would be completely equivalent if
we discussed Bs !  or B ! K , because their branching fractions are known to be
related via [24]
B(B ! K)
B(B ! K)  1:8 ;
B(Bs ! )
B(B ! K)  0:9 : (6.6)
This kind of LFV decay modes was also mentioned in refs. [101, 102] as a good probe of
validity of a specic UV completion of the low-energy U1 model.
As for the upper limit on RD()=R
SM
D() , we see that the direct searches can play a very
important role in further reducing the space of parameters and with 300 fb 1 of data at
the LHC the possible range of values for this ratio reduces to 1:1  RD()=RSMD()  1:25.
7 Summary and conclusion
In this work we revisited the single LQ solutions to the B-physics anomalies, Rexp
D() >
RSM
D() and/or R
exp
K() < R
SM
K() . We nd that none of the scalar LQs alone, with the mass
mLQ ' 1 TeV, can provide a model of NP that accommodates simultaneously both kinds of
anomalies. To arrive to that conclusion we combined a number of constraints on the model
parameters arising from the low-energy avor physics observables with those coming from
the direct searches at the LHC. Concerning the latter ones the most signicant constraints
come from the large-pT spectrum of the dierential cross section of pp ! ``. We use the
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most recent experimental results which we recast to obtain the bounds relevant to each of
the models considered in this work. Since none of the scalar LQs can alone satisfy all the
constraints (including the B-physics anomalies), see table 2, a promising route for model
building involving leptoquarks seems to be combining two scalar LQs, in a way that has
been done in refs. [88, 90, 91].
Besides the scalar LQs we also considered the vector ones. The main diculty in
this case is that one has to specify a UV completion of the model in order to compute
the loop eects. By focusing only on the tree level observables, we conrm that the
weak singlet vector LQ (U1) of mass mLQ ' 1  2 TeV can indeed accommodate both
Rexp
D() > R
SM
D() and R
exp
K() < R
SM
K() , in its minimal version, i.e. by allowing non-zero values
only to the left-handed couplings [60]. We nd that the new results from direct searches
indeed push the lower bound of the vector LQ to larger values (above 1:5 TeV), and
observe a pronounced complementarity of the low-energy (avor physics) constraints with
those obtained from direct searches. In particular we nd the lower bound on the LFV
mode B(B ! K) & few  10 7 for any mass of mU1 in which Yukawa couplings are
kept within the perturbativity limits and in the minimal U1 scenario in which only left-
handed couplings are allowed to take values dierent from zero. Notice that the upper
bound is superseded by the current experimental bound B(B ! K)exp < 4:8  10 5,
which can be improved both at LHCb and Belle II. Improving that bound by two orders
of magnitude can therefore either exclude or, if observed, corroborate the validity of the
minimal U1 scenario.
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